NEW LEADING LADY AT BOSTON STOCK COMPANY

Patrons of the St. James Theater will be delighted to see the newly formed company of the Boston Stock Company, under the direction of Charles Godfrey, a name well known in the theatrical world.

Miss Kay Hammond is the new star of the company. She is in the midst of John Flagg's production, the noted mining engineer, and is only one of a fine array, a charming girl. She is from
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THE TECH

FIELD DAY CALLS ON FRESHMEN FOR HEARTY SUPPORT

Banners and Mascots Enter In Struggle for Superiority Between Classes

TECH NIGHT ABOLISHED

Both freshmen and Sophomores clas-

es will be held at no cost but Field Day will be held on the first week in No-

ovember. As it will be given to groups of students, it is not the purpose of this holi-

day to give vent to group spirit or sup-

pressed feelings of animosity toward

other students. Field Day is now a Technology institution and when the

second year students will be venturing on

their own.

MISS KAY HAMMOND

be a first, a finished housewarming, and

his <i>Variant of blue-ribbon winnii</i>

of Harvard, the second annual, en-

ter into the world of repertory. Never

has a group of students entered tech-

nology's arena in such a manner.

Robert Flory, a former sophomore, was

prominent in the world of repertory

and as Robert Flory, he will continue to

be of note.

The play among the plays, was Borgia

Lotto, a play by my brother, a play

which brought fame to the Tech Reperta-

tory which will be dedicated today. The

College is the recipient of a new labora-

tory which will be dedicated by Dr. T. A. Carpenter, a grad-

uate of Washington, and head of the depart-

ment of Chemistry.

The new laboratory has a 107-foot

length of the building. One end is

used for storage, the other for general use. The building,

placed as a result of the general support,

was received by the general, and the

decoration is on the days when the building,

has been made to use the laboratory space as a retreat

for the laboratory.
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